Overview

MATRIX MyBox is an automated self-deposit system for personal belonging. The system function as personal locker and allow users to store personal items such as phones, cameras, disk-on-key, documents and others in a secure and fast way.

How does it work

1. **Tagging**
   - At Regular position, drawers are locked.
   - User tags his visitor/employee card (permitted cards only)
   - *Biometric optional.

2. **Allocating personal compartment**
   - The system will assign private compartment which will automatically open by pulling the flashing drawer.
   - The specific compartment will reopen only by using the same tag.

3. **Documentation**
   - In order to increase system safety, every activity is recorded by a unique video camera.
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Storage Compartments

The compartment size can be adjust in each drawer (out of 12 compartments) - the total quantity of the compartment in the system varies according to the chosen compartments size.

- **.59” X .196”**
  - Up to 460 compartments in the ULTRA system

- **.59” X .393”**
  - Up to 210 compartments in the ULTRA system

- **.59” X .59”**
  - Up to 150 compartments in the ULTRA system

- **.59” X .787”**
  - Up to 70 compartments in the ULTRA system
**Advantage**

- Human resources reduction - system is self operated
- Theft prevention - eliminate corporate responsibility
- Information security - prevent access to sensitive information
- Service improvement - short deposit period (15 seconds)
- Provides user sense of security

**Sectors**

The system is suitable for organizations with large amount of users (visitors, customers, employees etc.) who needs to store their private belongings in a secure, fast and easy way

- **Health Clubs**
- **Military**
- **Hotels**
- **Banks**
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